
Thirteen nations on Mount Everest
John Cleare

In Nepal the 1971 pre-monsoon season was notable perhaps for two things,
first for the worst weather for some seventy years, and second for the failure
of an attempt to realise a long-cherished dream-a Cordee internationale on
the top of the world. But was it a complete failure? That the much publicised
International Himalayan Expedition failed in its climbing objectives is fact,
but despite the ill-informed pronouncements of the headline devouring
sceptics, safe in their arm-chairs, those of us who were actually members of
the expedition have no doubt that internationally we did not fail.

The project has a long history, and my first knowledge of it was on a wet
winter's night in 1967 at Rusty Baillie's tiny cottage in the Highlands when
John Amatt explained to me the preliminary plans for an international expedi
tion. This was initially an Anglo-American-Norwegian effort, but as time
went by other climbers came and went and various objectives were considered
and rejected. Things started to crystallise when Jimmy Roberts was invited to
lead the still-embryo expedition, and it was finally decided that the target
should be the great South-west face of Mount Everest. However, unaware of
this scheme, Norman Dyhrenfurth, leader of the successful American Everest
expedition of 1963-film-maker and veteran Himalayan climber-was also
planning an international expedition, and he had actually applied for per
mission to attempt the South-west face in November 1967, some time before the
final target of the other party had even been decided. Jimmy Roberts had been
with Jorman Dyhrenfurth on the American expedition and I orman invited
Jimmy to join him as deputy leader. As Jimmy replied to Norman the situation
was a little complicated, but rather than compete the two parties merged with
Norman and Jimmy as joint leaders. The Japanese had permission for Everest
in 1969 and 197a-and indeed made an autumn reconnaissance-in-force and
a spring attempt on the face-but permission was granted to us for the following
year and I.H.E. 1971 was born.

While the primary objective of the expedition had always been the face itself
the two leaders decided at an early stage on a two-pronged assault on the
mountain. Under the circumstances the choice of a second route was a natural
one, the West ridge. Although nominally climbed by the Americans in 1963 it
was still virgin by the direct line on the ridge itself for Hornbein and Unsoeld
had avoided difficulties by straying left out on to the North face and climbing
the Hornbein Couloir and surmounting the Yellow Band before regaining the
ridge itself in its top section. They had even preferred to call their route the
West buttress. The West ridge was a most worthy second goal and must be
intrinsically a very fine climb.

There were many reasons for the decision to assault two routes. The inter
national team was a large one and it was considered that as an absolute maximum
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only twelve climbers could work on the face. Some members in fact preferred
the idea of the ridge to the thought of siege tactics. It was felt that should there
be a serious emergency on the face an exit on to the ridge, on which there was
a route and camps and comrades, could be a safety measure, while the knowledge
of an easier descent route, already climbed and prepared, could be crucial to
the summit party on the final push up the face. It was obvious that the final
section of the face climb would be difficult and probably dangerous to descend
and impractical to equip with fixed ropes, it could mean the difference between
success and failure.

Even by the easy route Everest presents a tremendous organisational challenge.
To the large sophisticated expedition necessary (at the moment) to tackle
routes as long and as difficult as the two chosen by LH.E. 1971-and at such an
altitude-Parkinson's law dominates the situation as logistic problem begets
logistic problem and the whole project increases in complexity and expense.
Dyhrenfurth, however, is a good organiser and an experienced fund-raiser and
gradually the expedition took shape, although being international there were
problems which taxed even his outstanding ability, national preferences for
food being only one example. Finally in the autumn of 1970 the B.B.C. made
a major contribution to the finances of the expedition in return for film and
television rights and for certain newspaper rights, sold in turn to the Sunday
Times. The project became a reality.

On 14 February those of us from Europe flew to Kathmandu, where we were
joined at the Hotel Shankar by our members from Asia and the United States
West Coast. We were thirty-one all told, twenty-one climbers from ten
nations, from Austria, France, India, Italy, Japan, Norway, Switzerland,
Britain, the U.S.A. and Germany. One was a woman. There was an American
oxygen expert and a Jepalese geologist and Liaison Officer. There was the
B.B. C. team of seven, six Britons and a Pole, four of us experienced climbers in
our own right. And finally our man from Fleet Street, an Australian. It was
easy getting to know each other for everyone had some sort of reputation and
there were many friends and exploits in common.

After twelve days organising and packing loads we left Kathmandu bound for
the mountain. We had been lucky that an Islander aircraft had been on a
proving flight in Nepal and we had been able to use it to fly much of our gear
into Lukla, a tiny airstrip in the wall of the Dudh Kosi gorge some two days
march below Namche Bazar. The Royal Nepalese Army have expressed
interest in this remarkable little twin-engined airplane from the Isle of Wight
and future expeditions would do well to consider the cost of flying gear as
near to their mountain as possible-it could well be rather less than that of
porters.

The gentle exercise and adequate sleep of the march were welcome relief after
the frenzied months of preparation, especially for the film crew who had been
experimenting with new techniques and gadgets and had even spent a week
at the very last moment testing their equipment specially designed for low
temperature operation, in the snowed-up Tyrol.
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The march was uneventful-if happiness in conditions of extreme beauty is
ever uneventful-except for a porters' strike five days out. They had discovered
that their headman, an official from the Himalayan Society, had lost their next
week's wages in a game of cards in some village and had subsequently dis
appeared. But Jimmy Roberts and our liaison officer, Inspector 'P.P.' Sharma,
were equal to the problem and we were soon on our way again after leaving
much of our high-altitude gear dumped to catch us up later. After fourteen
days our first stop was Thyangboche where we camped for three days.

Perhaps Himalayan veterans would no longer recognise Thyangboche. An
ugly black pipe brings water to a polythene tank in front of the monastery, where
there are some tents of assorted hippies. Nearby is an aluminium shed where
passing expeditions may cook their dinners. A saffron-habited monk may well
greet you in a broad Bronx accent. It is said that when we visited the Abbot
for the ritual cup of tea he pulled a flip-top packet from beneath his robes with
a cry of 'Come on over to Kent'-but I did not hear this myself. Anyway,
there is a handy little chang shop at the monastery. We left on a bright dawn
with new snow powdering the rhododendrons.

At Pheriche, a desolate but beautiful yak pasture at 4250 m in the wide valley
of the Tsola Khola, we spent five nights while our dumped gear arrived and we
acclimatised. Our mountain, as usual, was out of sight, but there were fantastic
views of the Kangtega group, icy spires of around 6700 m. Dyhrenfurth and
Roberts had insisted that we did not tax ourselves on the march and our wise
acclimatisation paid dividends later on. We all did short walks and climbs on
the surrounding hillsides, the most interesting perhaps being 'Basa's Gully',
a deep gash on the flank of Taweche, the virgin and obviously difficult 6542 m
peak opposite the camp-and named for our Australian reporter, Murray
Sayle, who discovered the route through his telescope. The gully held a 600 m
ribbon of blue water ice giving a Scottish-style climb of grade IlI!IV in
impressive and inescapable surroundings. Haston and Steele made the first
ascent, Howell and myself followed two days later. It could have been the most
technical climbing of the whole expedition!!

Two more days-23 March-and we reached Base Camp. It was no place for a
holiday. A mind-boggling wilderness at nearly 5500 m, a desert of moraine
and rotting ice pinnacles below the tottering red gullies of Khumbutse and the
serac bulges of the Lho La. But high above hung the Western Cwm, home of
mists and cloud shadow, mysterious and secret, and the crazy scaleless tangle
of the Khumbu Ice-fall spilling from it. We were very excited.

From here on we would operate as two separate teams, although sharing camps
and work until the two routes diverged at Camp 2, Advanced Base, high in the
Cwm. Dyhrenfurth and Blume would support the climbers from the Cwm
while Roberts, troubled with a bad hip, would run the supply lines and Base
Camp. Wolfgang Axt and John Evans were appointed co-ordinators respec
tively of the Ridge and Face parties and the B.B.C. would be everywhere, but
with the climbers among us naturally handling the climbing 'takes', and with

1 For previous attempts on Taweche see A.J. 69 24 et seq with illustration at p. 30.
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4 Into the lee-fall. This and next two photos: John Cleare

special responsibility for the ridge resting with Jerzy Surdel the Pole, and for
the face coverage with Ian Howell (sound) and myself (camera). dd Kelly,
our other experienced mountaineer and assi tant producer, would be able to
assist with the climbing, shooting as nece sary.

\Ve had a good crew of forty Sherpas and fifteen 'ice-fall porter' under irdar
ona Girme. It sounds a lot, but it allowed a climber/ herpa ratio rather lower
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than that of the 1953 British expedition, and far lower than the recent Japanese
attempts on the face. It proved to be not enough in view of what was to happen
later. Teams of Sherpas were allocated in equal numbers to each of the two
parties.

Several members had been through the Ice-fall on previous occasions and they
all declared that it was in worse condition than ever before-it was certainly
heavy going and with the tragedies of the previous year on our minds we were
all rather apprehensive. Everyone was involved in the work and some interesting
partnerships resulted-Austrian with Scot, Japanese with Italian, and Indian
with Austrian for instance. There were several narrow escapes in the ice, but
morale was high and the new friendships which had developed during the
holiday atmosphere of the march stood up well to the testing conditions of
actual climbing. Dyhrenfurth noted in his diary ... 'April 4th. The team is
magnificent: in spite of occasional communication problems the men work
exceptionally well together, and the general morale is excellent.... There
continues to be complete harmony among the team members, not the slightest
indication of any friction whatsoever. .. .'

But progress was slow and a temporary 'Dump Camp' was made half-way up
the Ice-fall where supplies could be stockpiled pending the break-through into
the Cwm. Dump Camp was an attractive place with a fine view of Camp I

and Pumori, but it was never silent. Spending a night there was a memorable
experience. Depressingly close behind was a large overhanging serac which
caused considerable heart searching, but the site was the only possible one in
the whole Ice-fall. We called this serac the 'Mani Wall', for the route spent a
breathless ten minutes climbing steadily beneath it and it was a natural place
to pray! Parts of it peeled off from time to time but luckily no one was around
just then. The worst difficulties were towards the top of the Ice-fall where a
huge serac wall stretched in one sweep from side to side of the Cwm. It pro
vided an artificial pitch on ice-screws before a wire ladder could be fixed. It
took ten days to break into the Western Cwm.

Meanwhile there was some excitement at Base Camp. A young Spaniard
planning a future expedition arrived on a reconnaissance mission. He was
a pleasant fellow and we entertained him until he collapsed mysteriously
after a few hours. Peter Steele diagnosed high-altitude pulmonary oedema.
Luckily we had plenty of oxygen available. Luckily too we had regular radio
contact with Kathmandu. An Alouette helicopter of the Royal Flight was
hired to fly the patient out. A rough pad was levelled on the moraine and the
landing, possibly the highest ever made by a helicopter, was uneventful.
Take-off with a passenger, however, was difficult and the chopper clawed
itself away at zero height threading down the glaci~r between the penitentes.
And so the Spaniard survived, but he was lucky to have met such a well
equipped expedition!

Camp I was on the lip of the Cwm and it was not until 5 April that the first
party, Haston and Ito-the still unfit Whillans trailing along behind like
Father Christmas carrying a huge bundle of marker wands-was able to probe
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upwards. The route through the intricate crevasse system was not easy to find,
but once established with log and alloy bridges in place the two miles to Camp 2

became just an easy, though rather gruelling slog. But in awesome surround
ings. The sanctuary of the Western Cwm is a fantastic place and I always felt
it a privilege just to be there. But for us it was not the 'Valley of Silence' of the
Swiss-there was always the creak of ice or the moan of the wind high on the
ridges of Nuptse. Camp 2 was established rather higher than the old British
camp of 1953 at just on 6550 m midway between the serac ramp, leading back
on to the flanks of the West ridge, and the great couloir of the face. While
looking for a camp site Mauri discovered the body of Mingma Dorji, killed
below the Geneva Spur with the Swiss in 1952. He was tactfully reburied as
swiftly as possible.

We were now a trifle behind schedule and there was a natural desire to reach
the newly established Camp 2 and get on with some climbing. The two route
co-ordinators used their Sherpa teams in different ways; Evans kept more of
his Sherpas high so that loads arrived at Camp 2 in small quantities but
regularly, while Axt preferred to keep his lJlajor effort lower and stockpile a
large dump at Camp I before moving it up to Camp 2. Many of the loads at
the camp were rope and equipment and there were so many climbers in
residence that the build-up of food and fuel reserves was far slower than it
might have been.

By 15 April Camp 3 had been established, actually on the face, and Whillans
and Haston were probing above it. It was an airy camp with a stunning view
down the icy trench of the Cwm towards the blue void of the lower glacier and
the now distant cone of Pumori. Camp sites were not easy to find on the face,
and the one Whillans Box was perched out over the 365 m ice-slope on an old
Japanese tubular alloy 'bedstead' frame-a lucky find; immediately above
jutted an overhanging crag. The route to it was straightforward, over the
bergschrund and straight up 365 m of fixed ropes.

However, the route on to the ridge proved more awkward than it had in 1963.
It was basically an ascending traverse across the ice-draped flanks to gain the
ridge at a small shoulder 790 m above the Cwm, but the slopes had become
virtually an ice-fall and route finding was difficult. It was necessary at one
stage to by-pass some steep ice by a long downward diversion, but while Axt
and Bahuguna were establishing Camp 3 (ridge) above them high on the flank,
Vaucher and Eliassen managed to fix a rope traverse across this steep section to
save time. Above Camp 3 the lead pair reached the ridge and looked down into
the remote fastness of Tibet. Ahead of them the route did not look difficult
as far as the site of the old American Camp 4 at 7500 m. It was 17 April.

Towards mid-day the already strong wind grew to gale force and the weather
looked ominous. Haston and Whillans had come down the previous night
from Camp 3 (face) and Schl6mmer was planning to go up to the camp to fix
the winch system. I went with him to film the operation but we were forced to
turn back at the bergschrund because of the cold and the lashing spindrift
pouring down the face.

14.
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But next morning the wind had let up and the two Japanese made their way up
to the Face camp-this time E ans went along to fix the winch. On the ridge
Axt and Bahuguna bad decided that their Camp 3 wa too low. They were both
very tired, but in one last effort they spent the moming moving the camp some
150 m higher towards the ridge before starting the descent to Camp 2 early in
the afternoon.

Meanwhile at Camp 2 there had been some grumbles about the slowness of
supplies coming up from below. Dyhrenfurth suggested de cending to amp I

en masse and making a big carr back, but the grumblers-the 'Latins',
1\1azeaud, l\1auri and \ aucher-refu ed. Any' ay Dyhrenfurth went down to
Camp 1 himself to di cuss the bottle-neck with Peterson, who was running the
camp at the time, and returned in the afternoon with a load of oxygen bottles
as a demonstration of what could be done.

The wind returned and by mid-afternoon a full scale storm was raging.
Dyhrenfurth had difficulty in struggling back to Camp 2 with his load. He
was almost swept away by a powder a alanche from the slopes of Nuptse as he
came up the wm. Nearing the camp he heard cries through the roar of the
\ ind-and they came from the direction of the Ridge route.

A short time before, Axt had staggered into amp 2. He was exhausted, and he
muttered something about Bahuguna not following him. A rescue party was

..
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swiftly organised and struck off into the storm, Whillans grabbing a bundle of
ski-poles to mark the already obliterated track for the return. Howell and I
tagged along with a camera and sound gear. No one imagined the situation
could be very serious despite the terrible weather. By the time we had climbed
200 m to the first ropes it was already dusk and soon too dark to film. The
rescue team was powerful and, spent by the rush of the call-out and worried by
frost-bite and our load of film gear, Howell and I struggled back to camp.
Meanwhile Eliassen and Vaucher reached their rope traverse. The Indian was
some eighty feet along it, clipped to the rope but stuck at a piton. His clothes
were awry and a crampon and gloves were missing. He was covered in ice and
only barely conscious. They tried to drag him along the rope but it was im
possible. They tried to pendule him to easier ground but he turned upside
down. Whillans arrived. He cramponed quickly out to Bahuguna and righted
him. But visibility was terrible and communication impossible. Then they
tried to lower him downwards to the poor shelter of a shallow crevasse. The
rope was too short and so he was left suspended some forty feet above it.

It was dark now. The unconscious Indian was near death and his rescuers could
do nothing for him. They were themselves r~nning a grave risk of exposure and
benightment. They rejoined Mazeaud, Mauri, Stee1e and Ang Phurba who
were waiting on easier ground clear of the powder avalanches which were
raking the area, and fought their way back to camp. Evans came out to meet
them with torches. They were utterly spent and several were in tears.

Next morning Axt was last to enter the silent cook-tent. The night before he
had been on sleeping pills on doctor's orders and knew nothing of the tragedy.
"How is Harsh ?", he asked.
"Harsh is dead", said Dyhrenfurth.
Axt broke down and wept.

Dyhrenfurth held an enquiry and the proceedings were recorded on tape.
Everyone had a chance to speak, and in his own language. Nobody could be
blamed for the accident which seemed to have been caused by a train of un
fortunate circumstances and the terrible weather. Outside, the storm still
raged and there were fears for the Japanese on the face, but they managed to
fight their way down the fixed ropes. A check on stores showed that there was
ample food for one more day.

But the storm went on and on. A strong party attempted to break out down to
Camp 1 for supplies, but failed to get through. Bahuguna's body had to be
brought down-his religion decreed cremation within thirteen days of death
and morale sank pretty low. The Sherpas were already muttering that this was
the monsoon, at least six weeks early. Fuel was running short.

Six days after the accident there was a slight let-up in the storm and the
morning was sunny. Tents were dug out of huge drifts and a party set off to
recover the body. I went along to film the operation, but there were already so
many sick that no one could assist me. That night there was very little to eat
and only one small cup of tea each. It was snowing again yet we had to make a
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concerted effort to break out next day, so when the morning seemed fair
Dyhrenfurth, Evans, Whillans, Kurban and myself set out followed by six
Sherpas dragging the body in our deep tracks. But the snow was waist deep
and after five strenuous hours we had only covered half-a-mile-and that
down hill. Sherpa pushing up from Camp I failed to reach us and we could
only return, leaving the body by some marker flags, very tired and very thirsty.
Again there was virtually no food and only a few high-altitude gas stove on
which to brew up for some thirty men.

The sky was clear that night with a high wind and next morning the whole
Cwm was filled with blowing snow. Many of us were now seriously ill, lack of
exercise, lack of food, little to drink, continuously damp and frozen clothes
and sleeping bags and the several exhausting physical incidents had taken their
toll. Four cases of pneumonia were diagnosed and Vaucher had phlebiti . Once
again we tried to break out. Much of the new snow had blown away and
eventually we met with a team struggling up from Camp I to join us. They
were led by Peterson and Isles who had been cut off during the storm
together with Sayle the reporter and Harka Gurung the geologist-in their
camp. So the route up the Cwm was re-opened and Camp 2 re-provisioned,
but there were few climbers left to use the stores. Of the Face team only
Whillans, Schlommer, the two Japanese and now Peterson were at Camp 2.

And what of the Ridge team?

During the enforced idleness of the storm, and with the Indian's death fresh
in their minds, Mazeaud and Mauri had suggested that the ridge attempt be
called off in favour of an assault on the 'voie norma/e'-the South Col route. The
motives for this switch seemed obvious, the ridge is a difficult route and had
seen its share of tragedy, but it seemed likely that via the South Col the first
French, Italian and female ascents could be made. :vIost of us at Camp 2 were
dismayed by the proposal-already twenty-three climbers had reached the
summit by this route and it held little interest-but when a vote was taken
among the Ridge team, the four 'Latins' favoured the Col, Axt and Isles voted
to stay with the Ridge, Eliassen voted to put all efforts towards the Face assault,
while over the radio, Teigland, sick at Base Camp, opted to go with the
majority. Thus the Ridge team transferred their attention to the South Col.
Dyhrenfurth had serious misgivings, but nevertheless promised them full
support for their new enterprise.

But the effects of the prolonged storm had been catastrophic. Many climbers
were sick or weakened after their ordeal in the Cwm, the lee-fall was cut every
other day and the build-up of supplies was so behind that success on two routes
before the monsoon seemed impossible. To our leaders, and indeed to most of
us, it seemed necessary to abandon one route or the.other.

Once again a vote was taken, this time among the whole expedition. Predictably
everyone, except the four 'Latins', voted to continue with the face. They were
furious. It was claimed that the vote was a RB.C. plot to put Britons on the
summit and IIazeaud declared that he, a member of the French National
A sembly, would never sink to acting herpa for Anglo-Saxons and Japanese.
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The honour of France had been in ulted. The 'Latins' left Base amp on
2 i\[ay, bound for Kathmandu and a hungr pre . Thi affair wa not the
breakdown in international relations that had been foretold by the sceptics, but
rather an expre sion of personal anger and thwarted ambition. :\Iazeaud eem
to have been the prime mover of the display, along with Yvette Yaucher, and
her husband and :\[auri rather embarra sed fellow-travellers.

:-Jowa new problem hit u. fever, identified later as an adenoviru infection,
swept through Base Camp, the weakened climber fell easy prey and the effects
,,"ere deva tating and long-lasting. It wa aid to have been introduced by
vi iting hippies. B 10 i\Iay the doctor had been forced to send eight climbers
down from Base Camp, most of them home, including Dyhrenfurth him elf.
Only Evan recovered sufficiently to reach the Cwm again.

Above the arguments and illness four climbers pushed slowly up the fac .
Whillans, Haston and the two Japanese were upported bat am of stalwart

herpas. They establi hed Camp 4 with a Whillans Box and a tattered Japanese
tent found in situ on a ver exposed site, and Camp 5 at 7925 m at the top of the
great couloir. The going had not been difficult-snow and ice-slopes with
labby rock patches showing through.

The Rock Band reared above-a 3oo-m wall, almost vertical and obviously
very difficult. During the torm we had calculated that if we found a feasible
line on it, and a aulted the Band direct to make the ummit above, we would
need to tockpile about I ton of food and equipment at Camp 5. But there was
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no feasible line and this sort of build-up was clearly impossible at this stage.
The climbers broke rightwards, up a more difficult sloping snow ramp right
across the face, and at the far end they established Camp 6. It was about
8290 m.

Still the weather was not good and several times upward progress was stopped
by snow or high winds. Then the Japanese would retreat to Camp 2 to rest but
the two Britons sat it 0 .It and were at work again at the first let-up. This was
all very well but they used up valuable supplies, especially oxygen, with little to
show for it except a slight gain in climbing time. Everything was a play of
logistics against the oncoming monsoon.

At Camp 6 Whillans poked his nose round the corner that forms the right-hand
edge of the South-west face. He found that he was on the true South face, a
small easy-angled facet separating the South-west face from the South-east
ridge. The line across to the voie normale, which it would join just below the
South Summit, looked so simple that Whillans reckoned that they would not
even need to use a rope. Here was a dilemma. Should they make for the summit
by any route-only to be accused of hypocrisy-or should they stick to the
route they had come to climb even though success on it now seemed doubtful?
Whillans returned to Haston and together they climbed 100 m or so up an ice
couloir in the Band fixing ropes. But that was the end. There was still 450 m
to go. There were still major difficulties to contend with-the rest of the Rock
Band and the loose slabs of the Yellow Band above it. There were no other
climbers except the Japanese in support and only a trickle of supplies coming
up. They went down and next day, 22 May, everyone started to pull out.

In retrospect there were two major causes of failure-each serious enough in
itself to have stopped a less powerful expedition-bad weather and sickness,
the latter aided by the results of the former. Although the assault team was
stopped well short of the summit their record is impressive. They went 450
metres higher than the two previous Japanese attempts on the face. Whillans
and Haston spent twenty-one days continuously above 7450 m, with the
Japanese close behind, and so broke all previous altitude/endurance records.
Seventeen Sherpas carried fifty-five loads to 7925 m, and two actually carried
to Camp 6 without oxygen-a very gallant effort without which nothing would
have been possible.

Had the summit been reached it would have been hailed as one of the greatest
achievements in mountaineering history, and the critics would conveniently
have forgotten their cynical remarks. The International ideal did not fall far
short of complete realisation, despite the disruption caused for a short time by
the South Col group, and some later bickering ab0':lt the lead on the face, for
these were differences of personality rather than nationality. For most of us
the facts are simple. We were able to work and climb in complete accord with
thirty-one mountaineers and film men from thirteen nations, sometimes even
with no common language, for over a hundred days. I have a host of new friends
and offers of floors to sleep on and partners to climb with all over the world.
Perhaps there is more to success than reaching a summit?
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I should perhaps make it clear that this article covers events a I saw them and
noted them in my diary. It is not an exhaustive account of everything that
happened. For a complete study of the I.H.E. 1971 further reading should
include 1I1oU1/tain I7 (September 1971), which conducts a detailed inquiry and
post-mortem into the expedition and. D hrenfurth's own accounts in the
February 1972 number of Alpinislnus the spring 1972 issue of Die Alpen and
the American Alpine Journal for 1972.

S MMARY International Himalayan Expedition 1971 to Mount Everest.
(8 4 m) joint leaders: Korman Dyhrenfurth (American/Swiss), Jimmy
Roberts (U.K.). South-west Face team: John Evans ( .S.A.), Gary Colliver
( .S..) Reizo Ito (Japan), Naomi Uemura (Japan), Dougal Haston (U.K.),
Don Whillans ( .K.), Leo Schliimmer (Austria), Toni Hiebeler (Germany),
Dr Dave Peterson ( .S.A.).\ est Ridge team: , olfgang Axt (Austria),
Har h Bahuguna (India), Jon Teigland (Norway), Odd Eliassen (Norway),
!V1ichel \ aucher and Yvette Vaucher (Switzerland), Carlo .1aur.i (Italy),
DaveIsles( .S.A.),Pierre azeaud(France), Dr Peter Steele( .K.).Ox gen
expert: Duane Blume ( .S.A.). B.B.C. p~rty: Anthon. Thomas, producer
( .K.), Ned Kelly, as istant producer (U.K.), lan Stuart, cameraman ( .K.),
John Cleare, cameraman ( .K.), ]erzy urdel, cameraman (Poland), Bill
I urban, sound-recordist ( .K.), Jan Howell, sound-recordist ( .K.),
Arthur he terman, sound-recordist ( .K.), Murray Sayle, reporter (Austra
lia). herpas: Forty (inc. five kitchen team) and fifteen ice-fall port rs under
Sirdar Sona Girme.

7 Khillyong Chltislt 1rol1l /he sou/It. Photo: K. Cielecki
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